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In recent decades, "acid rain" has become a dominant featureof people-induced change in the chemical
climateof the Earth.Whereverfossil fuels are burned,
metal ores are smelted, and materialsare processed on
a large scale, various gaseous, aerosol, and particulate
waste products are released into the atmosphere.
These substances and their reaction products are
dispersed by meteorologicalprocesses and deposited
on vegetation, soils, and surfacewaters, often at great
distances from the source of emissions. Concern has
arisen in many countries about effects on forests, fish,
crops, water quality,materials,and human health. The
result is a growing concern among scientists and the
public about internationalexchange of air pollutants,
wet and dry deposition of strong acids and other acidifying substances, as well as the associated deposition
and mobilization of toxic metals and the leaching of
nutrient substances.
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The phenomenon of acid rain has
important implications for the
general public and in turn for
many persons who educate the
public ...
These concerns developed originally among the
Scandinaviancountries, GreatBritain,and Germany,
and other industrial nations of central Europe. More
recently they have also developed between Canada
and the United States. Internationalcooperation between atmosphericscientistsand biologistsand among
leaders of forestry, agricultural, water-resource, industrial, and governmental organizations is resulting
in a general consensus about both the phenomena involved and aboutstrategiesfor the managementof acid
deposition. The phenomenon of acid rain has important implicationsfor the general public and in turn for
many persons who educate the public, among which
are synthesizers of information, i.e., science and environmental educators, reporters for the printed and
electronic media, lecturers, and authors.
The purpose of this article is to describe certain
perspectives on scientific research and on the public
debates about acid deposition and its effects. Primary
attention will be given to Europeanand North American research since they are best known, but the ideas
developed here should be understood to be relevant
in any part of the world in which regions sensitive to
acid deposition occur near regions of intense industrialization.

EarlyAwareness of the Acid Deposition
Phenomenon
Since the industrialrevolution began in England, it
should be no surprise that the first scientific studies
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Awareness

of acid deposition and its effects were made in Great
Britain. An English chemist named Robert Angus
Smith was the firstto discoverthe phenomenon in the
middle of the 19th century. In 1852, Smith (1852)published a detailed reporton the chemistryof rainin and
around the city of Manchester, England. In this remarkableearly account, Smith called attention to the
changes in precipitationchemistryas one moves from
the middle of a polluted city to its surrounding
countryside:
We may therefore find three kinds of air, that with carbonate of ammonia in the fields at a distance, that with
sulphate of ammonia in the suburbs, and that with
sulphuric acid, or acid sulphate, in the town.

regions.

Robert Angus Smith's pioneering work has been
overlooked by almost every subsequent investigator
of the acid-deposition phenomenon. Eville Gorham
(1981)developed the first detailed analysis of Smith's
early work for a report by the National Academy of
Sciences.

Modern Awareness of Acid Deposition
Contemporaryconcernabout acid deposition and its
effects originated in three seemingly unrelated fields
of science: limnology, agriculture, and atmospheric
chemistry.
Progressin Limnology-Therelationshipbetween rain
or snow and the water in streams and lakes was obvious even to prehistoricman. But the connection between changes in the chemistryof rain and snow and
alterationsin the chemistry of lake and streamwaters
remained obscure until the 20th century.
In a series of papers beginning in 1955, Gorham
(1955, 1957, 1958a-d,1961, 1965)built the foundations
for our present understanding of the causes of acid
depositionand its consequencesin aquaticecosystems.
On the basis of research both in England and in
Canada,Gorhamand his colleaguesdemonstratedthe
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Smith also pointed out that the sulfuricacid in city air
caused the colors of textiles to fade and metals to
corrode.
Twenty years later,in an extraordinarybook entitled
Air andRain:TheBeginningsof a ChemicalClimatology,
Smith (1872)first enunciated many ideas that are part
of our present understanding.On the basis of detailed
studies in England, Scotland, and Germany, Smith
demonstratedthat precipitationchemistryis influenced
by such regionalfactorsas combustionof coal, decomposition of organicmatter,wind trajectories,proximity to the sea, and the amount and frequency of rain
or snow. Smith proposed detailed proceduresfor the
proper collection and chemical analysis of precipitation. He also noted acid-raindamageto plants and materialsand commented on the atmosphericdeposition
of arsenic, copper, and other metals in industrial

following principles:
1) much of the acidityin precipitationnearindustrial
regions can be attributedto atmospheric emissions producedby the combustionof fossil fuels;
2) progressive losses of alkalinityin surfacewaters
and increases in the acidity of bog waters can be
tracedto the atmosphericdeposition of acid substances in precipitation;
3) much of the free acidityin soils receivingacidprecipitation is due to sulfuric acid;
4) the incidence of bronchitisin people can be correlated with the acidity of precipitation;and
5) fumigationwith sulfurdioxide and resultantacid
rain contributeto the deteriorationof vegetation,
soils, and lake-water quality around metal
smelters.
Thus, by the early1960s,EvilleGorhamwas the second scientist to establish a majorpart of our present
understandingof the sources and environmentalconsequences of acid deposition. But his pioneering research, like that of Smith, was met by a thundering
silence from both scientists and the public. The lack
of recognitionof Gorham'swork resulted in a further
lag in both scientific and public awareness of acid
deposition.
Progressin theAgriculturalSciences-Theimportance
of the atmosphere as a source of nutrients for the
growth and developmentof plantswas firstrecognized
by RobertHooke in 1687(see also Gorham1965).From
1855to 1916,scientistsat the RothamsteadExperiment
Stationin Englandalso demonstratedthe relationship
between nutrientsin airand the growthof variouscrop
plants (Way 1855).
In the mid-1940san imaginativeSwedish soil scientist, Hans Egner,developed a systematicway to investigate the fertilizationof crops by nutrients from the
atmosphere. Working from the AgriculturalCollege
near Uppsala, Egnercreatedthe first20th-centurynetwork for the collection and chemical analysis of precipitation. Sampling buckets were set out at experimental farms all over Sweden, and the major
chemicalconstituentsin what we now callbulk deposition (rain, snow, and dust fall) were measured on a
regularmonthlybasis. The acidityof precipitationwas
one of several chemical parameters that were measured. Otheragriculturalscientistsgraduallyexpanded
this network-first to Norway, Denmark,and Finland,
and later to most of western and centralEurope. This
networkcame to be calledthe EuropeanAir Chemistry
Network and it providedthe firstlarge-scaleand longterm data on the changing chemistry of precipitation
and its importancefor agricultureand forestry(Emanuelsson, Eriksson,and Egner1954;Egner,Brodin,and
Johansson 1955). In 1956, the InternationalMeteorological Institute in Stockholm assumed responsibility
for furthercoordinationof the network.In 1957,as part

of the InternationalGeophysical Year, it was further
expanded to include Poland and the Soviet Union. In
markedcontrastto monitoringeffortselsewhere in the
world which lasted only a few years, the originalEuropean Network has remained in continuing operation
with more than 100 collection stations for nearly three
decades.

attractedthe interest of scientists in many other fields
of inquiry including biology, forestry, agriculture,
meteorology, and medicine.

European Research and Awareness
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The first majorintegrationof knowledge about acid
deposition
in limnology, agriculture,and atmospherProgress in the Atmospheric Sciences-Under the imic
chemistry
was achievedby Svante Oden, a soil scienaginative leadership of Christian Junge in Germany
tist
at
the
Agricultural College near Uppsala in
and CarlGustav Rossby and ErikErikssonin Sweden,
Sweden.
In
1960,
Oden started a Scandinavian netthe science of atmosphericchemistrybegan in Europe
work
to
measure
surface-water
chemistry. When data
and later spread to North America(NAS 1975).Junge,
from
this
network
were
combined
with those from the
Rossby, and Erikssonwere convincedthat atmospheric
European
Air
Chemistry
Network,
a series of general
processes were efficient mechanisms for the longand
trends
relationships
began
to
emerge and were
distanceas well as the short-distancedispersalof many
in
two
different
published
by
Oden
media-Stockdifferent substances. The data for Egner's precipitaholm's
newspaper
Dagens
Nyheter
1967)and in
(Oden
tion chemistry network provided the means to test
an
Ecology
Committee
Bulletin
1968).
The news(Oden
hypotheses about the trajectoriesof air masses, turbupaper
report
outlining
Oden's
ideas
about
an
"insidilent dispersal processes, and atmosphericscavenging
war"
ous
chemical
among
the
nations
of
Europe
capand deposition processes (Rossby and Egner 1955).
tured
the
attention
of
the
press
which
began
the
proThese observationsled Erikssonto enunciatea general
cess of public education about acid deposition in
theory to describe the biogeochemical circulation of
Europe. In much the same way, the Ecology Commitmatter on the Earth (Eriksson 1952, 1959, 1960).
tee Bulletin stimulated scientific interest in both the
The transportand deposition of waterby atmospheracid deposition phenomenon and its ecologicaleffects.
ic processes has been well known since the earliestobOden's analyses of air-masstrajectoriesand temporal
servationsof evaporation,cloud movement, and rain.
and geographical changes in precipitation chemistry
But the notion that atmospherictransportand deposishowed that:
tion were major means for dispersal and chemical
1) acid deposition was a large-scale regional phetransformationof many other substances was still onnomenon in Europewith well-definedsource and
ly a working hypothesis in the early 1950s. Junge,
sink regions;
Rossby, and Eriksson championed these then-novel
both
2)
precipitation and surface waters were beideas and initiated various experimentaltests of their
more acidic;
coming
hypotheses. Junge worked for a period of time in the
3)
long-distance
(100-2,000km) transportof sulfurUnited States (Junge and Werby 1958). Rossby and
air pollutantswas taking
and
nitrogen-containing
Erikssonsponsored a series of Europeanconferences
place
among
European
nations;
on atmosphericchemistryand dispersalprocesses and
4) there were seasonal trends in deposition of major ions and acidity; and
5) long-term trends in acidity of precipitationcould
be detected in many countries of Europe.
Oden also postulated that the long-term ecological
consequences of acid precipitationwould include the
following:
1) changes in surface water chemistry;
2) decline of fish populations;
3) leaching of toxic metals from soils into surface
waters;
4) decreased forest growth;
5) increased plant diseases; and
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
6) accelerated damage to materials.
These conclusions and hypotheses led to a veritable
storm of scientificand publicdebate about acid deposition and its effects. Suddenly, limnological,agricultural, and atmospheric scientists began to argue-and
debate with each other about Oden's unconventional
Thousandsof lakes such as this one in the Adirondacksare already
ideas and his generaltheory of atmosphericinfluences.
unable to supportfish and plant populations.(Photographcourtesy
Multidisciplinarydiscussions and internationalconferof the Canadian Embassy.)
..

.

...
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Europe (ECE)originatedthe CooperativeProgramme
for Monitoringand Evaluatingthe Long-RangeTransmission of Air Pollutants in Europe. The Economic
Commissionhas nearlycompletedformulatinga multinational convention governing nations' responsibilities for combatingthe long-rangetransboundarytransport of air pollutants.
In June 1982, the Swedish government sponsored
the 1982StockholmConferenceon Acidificationof the
Environment.This majorinternationalconferenceconsisted of two scientificExpertMeetings followed by a
Ministerial Conference attended by representatives
from 28 other countries in Europe and North America. The conclusions from the ExpertMeetings and the
preconferencedocument,Acidification
TodayandTomorrow(Swedish Ministryof Agricultureand Environment
1982) provided the scientific foundation for a major
new advancein internationalunderstandingand commitments about: 1) the nature and magnitude of biological effects, and 2) the ECEConvention and other
approaches that could be used to achieve significant
decreases in emissions of acid-depositionprecursors,
especiallysulfurdioxide. A prominentrole in the Ministerial Conference was played by representatives of
various central European countries who acknowledged, some for the first time, that control of longdistancetransportat its sourcewas both necessaryand
desirable, and that the magnitude of desirable decreases in emissions would be on the order of 50%of
1980-81emissions.

North American Research and Awareness
Concernabout acid deposition and its ecologicaleffects in North Americadeveloped first in Canadaand
then later in the United States. Initial interests were
focused on the effects of sulfur dioxide exposure and
associated wet and dry deposition of acids and heavy
metals in the vicinity of metal smelting and sintering
operations (Katz 1939; Gordon and Gorham 1963),
especially those near Sudbury, Ontario(Gorhamand
Gordon 1960;Hutchinson and Whitby 1974). During
the early1970s,interestspreadto otherpartsof Canada
as decliningfish populationswere discoveredin more
and more lakes, streams, and rivers in southern Ontario and Nova Scotia remote from local sources of atmospheric sulfur (Beamish and Harvey 1972).
The first detailed research about precipitation
chemistry in the United States was completed by
Maclntyreand Young (1923). Emphasis was given to
the importanceof airbornenutrientsfor the growth of
crops. This work was followed by the work of Junge
and other atmospheric scientists during the 1950s
(Junge and Werby 1958). The first regional monitoring network for precipitation chemistry was maintainedby a group of StateAgriculturalExperimentStaSCIENTIFIC PROGRESS
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ences ensued as scientist after scientist designed experimental tests to confirm or refute Oden's ideas.
The Swedish government responded to the growing public and scientificcontroversiesby initiating an
inquirywhich culminatedin Sweden's Case Study for
the United States Conferenceon the Human Environment-"Air PollutionAcrossNationalBoundaries:The
Impactof Sulfurin Air and Precipitation"(Bolin,et al.
1972).
The importantideas in both the Ecology Committee
Bulletinand the Swedish Case Study were debated all
over Europe.Two majorscientificinitiativesfollowed.
The first occurredin 1972when three organizationsin
Norway joinedtogetherto establishthe so-calledSNSF
ResearchProProject:The NorwegianInterdisciplinary
gramme, "Acid Precipitation-Effects on Forest and
Fish." The annual budget for the SNSF Projectwas
about 10,000,000Norwegian Kroner(U.S. $2,000,000)
per year from 1972to 1980. This huge projecthad two
comprehensive goals:
1) to establish as precisely as possible the effects of
acid precipitationon forests and freshwaterfish;
and
2) to investigatethe effects of airpollutantson soils,
vegetation, and water to the extent required to
support the primary objective.
The project produced a steady stream of technical
and scientificreportson variousaspectsof acid deposition and its effects. The SNSF project also sponsored
two majorinternationalscientificconferences, one at
Telemark, Norway, in June 1976, and the second at
Sandefjord, Norway, in March 1980. Braekke (1976)
and Ambio (1976) published reports about the conferenceat Telemark.The conferenceat Sandefjordwas
designed to provide a forum for evaluation of recent
research within the SNSF Project, as well as the research currently being done elsewhere in the world
(Drabl0s and Tollan 1980). A final report and
bibliographyfrom the SNSF Project were published
in 1980(Overrein,Seip, and Tollan1980;Tollan1980).
The second major scientific initiative was an international study of the long-range transportand deposition of atmospheric sulfur in eastern and western
Europe. It was initiated by the Organizationfor Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in
1973-75. BrunjulfOttar (1976) of the Norwegian Institute for Air Research provided leadership for this
study. The OECDfindings, published in 1977, showed that the area receiving highly acid deposition included almost all of northwestern Europe. The findings confirmed the idea that air pollutants are transported over both short and long distancesand showed
that air quality in each European country is measurably affected by emissions from all other European
countries (OECD 1977).
In October 1977, the Economic Commission for
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tion scientists from 1953-55(Jordan,et al. 1959). The
first national monitoring program was established
under the auspicesof the AirPollutionProgramwithin
the Public Health Service Laboratoryat Cincinnati,
Ohio. The datafor 1960-66were summarizedby Lodge
et al. (1968). As has been the case for all such studies
in North America,however, these earlyprogramswere
redirectedand/orterminatedso that no continuingrecords are availableof long-term trends in precipitation
chemistry.
Scientificand public interest in acid deposition and
its ecological consequences were stimulated in North
Americaby Svante Oden by lecturesat variousinstitutions in the United States during the fall of 1971, and
also by TorstenAhl and Oden at the 19thInternational
LimnologicalCongressin Winnipeg,Manitobain 1974.
Publicationsby Gene Likens, Charles Cogbill, James
Galloway, CarlSchofield, and others provided further
stimulus (Likens, Bormann, and Johnson 1972; Cogbill and Likens1974;Gallowayand Likens1976;Likens
1976; Schofield 1976; Galloway, et al. 1978;Likens, et
al. 1979).Experimentalstudies of various biologicaleffects of acid depositionwere initiatedat Cornell,North
CarolinaState, and other universities.David Shriner's
(1976)dissertationdemonstratedboth direct injuryto
vegetation and various indirect effects through pathogens and parasites. Carl Schofield's (1976)research
on the extinctionof fish populationsin the Adirondack
Mountains was especially alarming.
Growing awareness of the consequences of acid
deposition on fish populationsand potentialeffects on

A~~~~~~~~t

forests led the U.S.Forest Service to sponsor the First
InternationalSymposiumon Acid Precipitationand the
ForestEcosystemin May 1975.The Proceedingsof this
Symposium and the associated Workshop Reports
were published by Dochinger and Seliga (1976a,b).At
Congressional hearings in July 1975, I testified about
the inadequacy of research on acid deposition in the
United States. Specifically,I said that the lack of a coordinated researchprogramon ecological effects and
the absence of a stable monitoring network were the
primary causes of the profound ignorance in North
America about acid deposition and its effects (Cowling 1976).
Both Canadaand the United States have recentlyinitiated long-term programs for the chemical analysis
of acid deposition. The CanadianNetwork for Sampling Precipitationbegan in 1976; the National Atmospheric Deposition Programwas startedin the United
States in 1978 (Galloway and Cowling 1978).By early
1982, 50 sampling stations were operating in Canada
and 100 in the United States.
The data from these programs(fig. 1) show that the
area receiving acid precipitationnow embracesabout
two-thirdsof the total land areaof North America.Although sulfuric acid has been found to be the dominant source of atmospheric acidity both here and in
Europe, nitricacid accounts for almost one-third, and
the fraction is rising.
In 1978, the governments of Canadaand the United
States established a BilateralResearch Consultation
Group on the Long-RangeTransportof Air Pollutants
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FIGURE1. AverageannualpH of precipitaand the United States durtionJin
/ Canada
y
ing 1980.The data shown on this map were
developed by the CanadianNetworkfor
Precipitation (CANSAP) in
Canada and the National Atmospheric
Deposition Program(NADP) in the United

FIGURE 2. Regions of Canada and the
United States where lakes and streams have
ispeth cine dedfinesthaearearePceivinganannual average pH of precipitation below 4.6/ \\\during 1979. These data were provided by
the CANSAP and NADP monitoring programs. The shaded area identifies regions
_E
containing lakes and streams that are sen- \
sitive to acidification by acid deposition
because surface waters within this region _
have low acid-neutralizing capacity. The
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been acidified by acid deposition from the
atmosphere. (Used by permission of J.N. -C
Galloway.) I1/ I

to coordinatethe exchange of scientificinformationon
acid deposition. This group documented the transboundary flow of air pollutants in eastern North
America,and showed that about 11 times more oxides
of nitrogen and two to four times more sulfur oxides
are transportedfrom the United States to Canadathan
the reverse (Altshuller and McBean 1979, 1980).
During the late fall of 1978, the U.S. Congress passed a resolution calling for bilateral discussions with
Canadato preserve and protect mutual air resources.
A joint statement on the issues was prepared in July
1979, and on August 5, 1980 the governments of
Canadaand the United States signed a Memorandum
of Intent to develop a bilateral agreement on transboundaryair pollution including "the alreadyserious
problemon acid rain." To provide a suitable technical
and scientific foundation for the formulationof such
an agreement, five bilateralworkgroups were established to prepare scientific reports on the following
specific aspects of the problem:
1) impact assessment;
2) atmospheric modelling;
3) strategies development and implementation;
4) emissions, costs, and engineering assessments;
and
5) legal, institutional arrangements, and drafting.
Preliminarydraftsof the firstfour of these reportswere

.
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L |

I

/

v

completed in 1982 and are presently being reviewed
in preparationfor their submission to the Canadian
Departmentof ExternalAffairs and the United States
Department of State.

Future International Research and
Negotiation
In May 1981, the following steps leading to the
development of a management plan for acid deposition and its effects were submittedin testimony before
a subcommittee of the United States Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works:
1) Determine the geographicallocation of sensitive
natural resources and materials (lakes, streams,
crop lands, forests, engineering structures, etc.)
which are now being affected by acid deposition
or may be affected in the future.
2) Identify those resources which society wishes to
protect.
3) Conduct a comparativeanalysis of various strategies by which the protection desired by society
might be achieved. Alternative strategies would
include the following:
(a) decrease the amount of emissions leading to
acid deposition;
SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS
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(b) use ameliorativetreatmentssuch as liming of
lakes or application of protective coatings to

materials; or
(c) develop acid-tolerantforms of life and structural materials.
4) Assuming that decreased emissions is the alter-

Also in June 1982, the Swedish Ministry of Agriculture and Environment (1982) submitted the following
statement for consideration at the 1982 Stockholm Conference on Acidification of the Environment:
Given the knowledge we now have, thereare severalways
of formulating what might be an "acceptable" level of
deposition, that is to say, how much the sensitive ecosystems can stand without suffering cumulative damage. All

Whereand by hozw)
muchwill it be ntecessary
to decrease
emissionsofacid-deposition
precursors
s50as toachievethe
decreasein depositionthat is recomnmtenided?

Conclusions
Acid deposition has become a major environmental
issue in both Europe and North America during the
past two decades. Much has been learned already but
much more remains to be learned about various
aspects of the problem. The challenge for scientists,
in Europe and in North America, is to develop a more
complete understanding of the atmospheric processes,
soil transformations, vegetational changes, alterations
in water quality, effects on materials, and physiological influences of acid precipitation. The challenge for
science teachers is to educate their students and the
public at large so that informed judgments can be made
on the basis of the best available information.
The challenge for industrial and political leaders continues as always-to make decisions about complex
issues under conditions of uncertainty. The uncertainties involved in management of acid deposition and
its effects are analogous with those that surrounded
the debates about the role of phosphorus in the eutrophication of Lake Ontario and Lake Erie in the early
1970s. The experts then could not agree. Some said a
40% increase in loading would be needed; others said
75%; still others said nitrogen was to blame, not phosphorus. Environmentalists warned of "possible irreversible harm." Industry said more research was
needed. Finally, a political decision was reached-a
plan should be developed. More debates were held.
A theoretical model was used to predict that a 50% decrease in phosphorus loading mnightbe sufficient and
a management plan was finally implemented. After
some time the Lakes began to imlprove. The theoreticat
estimate was too low, but with somle further adjustments the plan worked and the Lakes are now on the
road to recovery.
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native of choice, as suggested in the recent Atmosphere-Biosphere Report of the National
Academy of Sciences (1981), determine the
amount by which acid deposition will need to be
decreased in order to avoid undesired effects on
the resources selected for protection.
5) Determine where and by how much emissions of
acid-deposition precursors will have to be decreased in order to achieve the extent of decrease
in deposition that will be required in the regions
selected for protection.
6) Evaluate specific management strategies and tactics by which each selected source region could
do its part to achieve the total emissions decrease
that would be necessary. Possible methods would
include the following:
(a) conserve fossil fuels;
(b) alter the mix of energy sources to include a
higher proportion from non-polluting sources
such as solar or possibly nuclear;
(c) use of some combination of fuel cleaning,
combustion modification, flue-gas treatment,
etc.;
(d) alter regulations to include existing as well as
new sources, encourage "least-emissionsdispatching," permit the purchase and exchange of "pollution rights."
A major part of the requirements for step 1 were provided by the data shown in figure 2. These data were
developed originally for an earlier House of Representatives hearing on acid rain.
Major progress toward steps 3 and 4 was achieved
in the Atmosphere-Biosphere Report of the National
Academy of Sciences (1981). Page 181 of that report
reads as follows:
Of the options presentlyavailableonly the controlof emissions of sulfurand nitrogenoxides can significantlyreduce
the rateof deteriorationof sensitivefreshwaterecosystems.
It is desirableto have precipitationwith pH values no lower
than 4.6 to 4.7 throughout such areas, the value at which
rates of degradation are detectable by current survey
methods, as mentioned above. In the most seriously affected (average precipitationpH 4.1 to 4.2), this would
mean a reduction of 50% in deposited hydrogen ions.

these bases of calculationgive similarresults. A sulphate
deposition of about0.5 gramsof sulphurper squaremetre
per year could be tolerated without entailing any risk of
large-scaleacidificationdamage. If we wvishto prevent the
acidificationof even the most susceptible lakes and water
sources, the sulfate deposition wvillhave to be reduced to
not more than 0.3 grams of sulphur per squaremetre per
year. It should be pointed out, however, that every
measurewhich reduces the deposition is positive and that
there is no threshold value that has to be achieved before
one can discern a positive effect on the environment.
These related recommendations of "biologically acceptable" target loadings were developed by separate
groups of scientists. If they are accepted, the stage is
set in both North America and in Europe for step 5
in the above list of steps leading toward management
of acid deposition on both continents. The criticalquestion then becomes:
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Aftera decision is made to proceedwith preliminary
evaluationof policies to protectsensitive regions from
acid deposition, it probablywill take at least five years
to debate the scientific and management issues sufficiently to formulateappropriatepolicies and plans for
management of air quality and acid deposition. Also,
at least another five years may well be required to
achieve an actual reduction in emissions. During the
period of debate, new biological,atmospheric,chemical, and meterologicalinsightswill be developed which
will help refine whatever managementstrategiesmay
be recommended.Therefore,it seems prudentthat the
nations in North America and Europe continue with
the debates now underway, recognizing that:
1) research is continuing;
2) a decision to extend presentpoliciesis one among
many possible alternatives;and
3) being good national and internationalneighbors
requires a timely search for mutually acceptable
understandings and courses of action.
Control of technology in a democratic society requiresan informedcitizenry.Biologyteacherscan play
a crucial role in this process. It is necessary to help
students develop a better understanding of the biology, the availabletechnologies, and most importantly,
the processes of public decisionmaking. Developing
habits of criticalthought, a desire to know, and the
willingness to participate in public discussion and
debate on criticalissues will help improve the quality
of life on local, state, regional, national, and international levels. Science and science education are major
keys to improvingunderstandingof biologicalsystems.
Similarly, lifetime public awareness is the key to
wisdom in publicdecisionmaking,not only aboutcomplex environmentalproblems, but in all the other affairs of society as well.
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